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Sine-Gordon mean field theory of a Coulomb gas

Alexandre Diehl, Marcia C. Barbosa, and Yan Levin
Instituto de Fı´sica, Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul, Caixa Postal 15051, 91 501-970 Porto Alegre,

Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil
~Received 6 November 1996!

Sine-Gordon field theory is used to investigate the phase diagram of a neutral Coulomb gas. A variational
mean-field free energy is constructed and the corresponding phase diagrams in two and three dimensions are
obtained. When analyzed in terms of chemical potential, the sine-Gordon theory predicts the phase diagram

topologically identical to the Monte Carlo simulations and a recently developed Debye-Hu¨ckel-Bjerrum
theory. In two dimensions we find that the infinite-order Kosterlitz-Thouless line terminates in a tricritical
point, after which the metal-insulator transition becomes first order. However, when the transformation from
the chemical potential to the density is made the whole insulating phase is mapped onto zero density.
@S1063-651X~97!05206-9#

PACS number~s!: 05.70.Fh, 64.70.2p, 64.60.2i
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The Coulomb gas provides a paradigm for the study
various models of critical phenomena@1#. In particular it is
well known that the two-dimensional~2D! Coulomb gas
~CG! can be directly used to study the superfluidity transit
in 4He films, arrays of Josephson junctions@2#, melting of
two-dimensional crystals@3#, roughening transition@4#, etc.
Not withstanding its versatility, our full understanding of th
most basic model of Coulomb gas, namely, an ensembl
hard spheres carrying either positive or negative charge
their center, is still lacking.

It is now well accepted that at low density the tw
dimensional plasma of equal numbers of positive and ne
tive particles undergoes a Kosterlitz-Thouless~KT! metal-
insulator transition@5#. This transition is of an infinite orde
and is characterized by a diverging Debye screening len
Thus, in the low-temperature phase~insulator! all the posi-
tive and negative particles are associated into the dip
pairs, while in the high-temperature phase~conductor! there
exists a finite fraction of unassociated, free charges. As
density of particles increases the validity of the KT theo
becomes questionable and the possibility of the KT transi
being replaced by some kind of first-order discontinuity h
been speculated for a long time@6#. The idea that there ca
exist a discontinuous transition between the insulating
conducting phases has gained further credence in view o
increasing computational power and an improving algorit
design needed for running large-scale simulations of the
ticles interacting by a long-range potentials@7#. Thus it has
been demonstrated quite convincingly that at high dens
the KT infinite-order line becomes unstable and is repla
by a first-order coexistence between the low-density insu
ing vapor and the high-density conducting fluidlike pha
From the theoretical perspective, however, the nature of
metamorphosis is far from clear. At the moment there app
to exist two competing views of what happens to the tw
dimensional plasma at higher densities. The first of th
theories, presented by Minnhagenet al. @8#, predicts that the
KT line will terminate in acritical end point, while the criti-
cal point of the coexistence curve separating the low- and
high-density phases lies in the conducting region. It is i
portant to note that within Minnhagen’s theory the portion
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the coexistence curve in between the critical point and
critical end point has both vapor~low-density phase! and
liquid ~high-density phase! that are conducting. Although
Minnhagen’s approach is often characterized as a versio
renormalization group~RG! theory, this is a misnomer. Its
basis, which lies in a clever combination of a linear respo
formalism with some aspects of sine-Gordon~SG! field
theory, is much closer to the integral equations of liquid st
theory than to the RG theory. The RG methodology is us
more as a tool in studying the solutions of the integral eq
tion found by Minnhagen.

An alternative approach suggested by Levinet al. @9# is
based on a recently developed Debye-Hu¨ckel-Bjerrum
~DHBj! theory @10#. This method, which is intrinsically of
mean-field type, relies on calculating the full electrosta
free energy of the ionic solution based on a lineariz
Poisson-Boltzmann equation. The effects of linearization
then corrected by allowing for the presence of dipolar pa
the density of which is determined through the law of ma
action. This theory has proven extremely powerful in elu
dating the critical properties of a 3D electrolyte solutio
@10#. In particular, the coexistence curve obtained on its ba
was found to be in an excellent agreement with the rec
Monte Carlo~MC! simulations@11#. The application of this
theory to the 2D plasma has lead to a stark disagreem
with the work of Minnhagen. Whereas Minnhagen has fou
that the KT line terminates in acritical end point, the DHBj
theory predicts that it will terminate in atricritical point,
after which the vaporinsulating phase will coexist with a
liquid conductingphase@9# ~see the inset in Fig. 2!.

Since the DHBj theory is intrinsically of mean-field type
one might argue that the fluctuations, such as a variatio
dipolar sizes, might modify the phase diagram. This, ho
ever, is not very likely. It is well known that a properl
constructed mean-field theory almost always retains the
pology of the phase diagram upon inclusion of fluctuatio
One of the few exceptions is when the volume of fluctuatio
is extremely large, such as in the case of transition betw
disordered and lamellar phases@12# in magnets or am-
phiphilic systems. This, however, is not the case here. F
thermore, the scaling of dipolar sizes can be included i
619 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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straightforward way into the DHBj theory, leaving the topo
ogy of the phase diagram unchanged@13#. The metal-
insulator line then becomes in exact agreement with the
theory, in particular, giving the correct critical expone
n51/2 for the divergence of the screening length upon
approach to the transition. The tricritical point persists, wh
the first-order coexistence curve remains extremely nar
in the vicinity of the tricritical point.

Comparing the predictions of the Minnhagen and DH
theories to MC simulations, we find that neither one is
quantitative agreement with MC theory, which finds that t
first-order transition appears at a temperature that is sig
cantly lower and a density that is significantly higher th
the prediction of either one of the above theories@7#. Never-
theless, the topology of the phase diagram observed on
basis of DHBj theory is the same as that found in MC theo
Furthermore, the location of the tricritical point obtained
the MC theory corresponds closely to the region of the ph
diagram where the narrow DHBj coexistence is found
swell significantly@13#.

The current impasse lead us to reexamine some of
foundations on which our understanding of the CG is bas
Most of the rigorous theorems concerning the nature of
teractions inside the neutral plasma are based on the iso
phism between the CG and the sine-Gordon field the
@2~b!,14#. The mapping is exact only for thepoint Coulomb
gas in the grand canonical ensemble. The short-range re
sion is includedpost factoby introducing a suitable cutoff on
all momentum space integrals. To what extent this proced
is valid is far from clear. Nevertheless, if the sine-Gord
field theory is renormalized, one obtainsexactlythe KT flow
equations in terms of renormalized fugacity and tempera
@15#. This equation, however, remains valid only for lo
density~small fugacity!.

The attempts to construct a sine-Gordon-based mean-
theory go back to the work of Saito@16#, who observed tha
at the mean-field level the sine-Gordon Hamiltonian
counts for the metal-insulator transition. In particular Sa
was able to show that at low fugacity the Debye screen

length diverged asjD5ec/t
n
, where t5(T2Tc)/Tc and

n51. This should be compared with an equivalent expr
sion obtained by Kosterlitz and Thouless, but withn51/2.
Using field-theoretic methodology, Zhanget al. @17# ex-
tended the mean-field type of calculations of Saito and fo
that above a critical fugacity the screening length has a
continuous jump from a finite to an infinite value. Zhan
et al. then interpreted this point as a tricritical point term
nating the continuous line of the metal-insulator transitio

To compare the results of the sine-Gordon-based theor
the MC theory, one must be able to come up with a tra
formation from the fugacity, which is a natural variable
the field-theoretic description, to the density, which is wh
the MC simulations measure. In the following we presen
simple variational mean-field theory that accomplishes
that. It is in the process of transforming the phase diagr
from the temperature fugacity to temperature-density pl
that the surprising results were found.

Our starting point is the grand canonical partition functi
for point particles of charge6q,
T
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Q~N1 ,N2!, ~1!

where

Q~N1 ,N2!5E )
i51

N
d2r i
l2 expF2

b

2D(
iÞ j

N

qiqjU~r i j !G .
~2!

HereN5N11N2 is the total number of particles immerse
in a homogeneous medium of dielectric constantD and
l5(h2/2pmkBT)

1/2 is the thermal wavelength; the two
dimensional interaction term isU(r i j )5 lnrij /a, wherea is
an arbitrary scale andr i j is the distance between particlesi
and j . The fugacity is related to the chemical potent
through z65ebm6 and, along with the temperatur
(b51/kBT), determines all thermodynamic characteristics
the 2D CG.

To explore the thermodynamic properties of the abo
partition function it is convenient to map it onto the sin
Gordon field theory@2~b!,14#. Thus the partition functionZ
can be expressed as a functional integral over a real fi
f,

e2bG[Z5

E Dfe2HSG

E Df expS 2E d2r
1

2
~¹f!2D , ~3!

where

HSG5E d2r F12 ~¹f!22
2z̄

a2
cosSA2pb

D
qf D G ~4!

is the effective Hamiltonian for a neutral Coulomb gas a
z̄5z(a/l)2ebq2U(0)/2D is the fugacity renormalized by a
self-energy term. It is interesting to note that the saddle po
of the sine-Gordon field theory corresponds to the fami
Poisson-Boltzmann equation. In this paper, however, we
not use this analogy but instead construct a variational bo
for the free energy. To this end we shall rely on the Gibb
Bogoliubov-Feynman inequality exploring the convexity
free energyG<G5G01^H2H0&0, whereG0 is the free en-
ergy associated with an arbitrary trial HamiltonianH0. The
angular brackets indicate averaging overH0. It is particularly
convenient to choose as a trial Hamiltonian one having
Gaussian form

H05E d2r F12 ~¹f!21
m2

2a2
f2G . ~5!

In this case the free energyG0 and the averagêH2H0&0 are
easily calculated and we find

bG

V
5

1

8pa2
ln~11m2!2

2z̄

a2S 11
1

m2D 21/4T*
. ~6!

To perform the momentum space integrals the ultravio
cutoff (L51/a), corresponding to the effect of the hard cor
was introduced@18#. The optimum upper bound is found b
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56 621SINE-GORDON MEAN FIELD THEORY OF A COULOMB GAS
minimizing the free energyG over all possiblem2. We find
that the value ofm25m0

2 that leads to the optimal approxi
mation to the real free energyG satisfies

m0
25

4p z̄

T* S m0
2

11m0
2D 1/4T* , ~7!

whereT*5kBTD/q
2 is the reduced temperature. The para

eter m0
2 is inversely proportional to the Debye screenin

lengthjD inside the electrolyte solution since it can easily
shown that the effective potential between two test partic
separated by a distancer is Veff(r );^f(0)f(r )&0. Further-
more, ifm0

250(jD5`) signifies that there is no screenin
which means that all the ions have paired up forming dipo
pairs. If this is the case the presence of an insulating phas
ensured.

Indeed, from Eqs.~6! and~7! we find that the free energy
possesses two minima, one of which is form0

250 and the

FIG. 1. Phase diagram of the 2D CG in thez̄-T* plane. The
solid line corresponds to the first-order transition, while the das
line is the KT infinite-order metal-insulator transition. The tricritic
point C is located atz̄51/16p andT*51/4.
-

s

r
is

other form0
2Þ0. The first-order phase transition occurs wh

the free energies corresponding to the two local minima
come equal. The phase diagram in thez̄-T plane for the 2D
Coulomb gas is presented in Fig. 1. It is essentially divid
into two regions, each of which is characterized by a spec
value ofm0

2: a conducting phase with a finite value ofm0
2 and

an insulating phase withm0
250. Separating these two

phases, there is a first-order transition line that ends a
tricritical point C (Tc*51/4 and z̄ c51/16p). Below z̄c and
close toTc* , Eq. ~7! can be approximated by

jD5
a

m0
;a expF 1

2tnS ln T*

4p z̄
D G , ~8!

where t[121/4T* and n51. WhenT*→1/4 Eq. ~8! de-
fines a line of a critical point (jD5`) that separates the
conducting and insulating phases. This corresponds to
usual KT line of metal-insulator transitions. Contrary to t
appearance, the first-order line and the critical line jo
smoothly at the tricritical point, with the tangency of th
first-order line ensured by the divergence ofdz̄/dT*
. lnutu/4p when t→02.

As emphasized earlier, in order to compare the results
our variational treatment with those of MC simulations it
essential to perform a transformation from the fugaci
temperature plane to the density-temperature domain.
this end we note thatG is related to pressure and volum
throughG52PV, while the density isr5 z̄](bP)/] z̄. The
transformation is then easily achieved and we find the co
istence curve presented in Fig. 2. This curve is topologica
identical to that obtained on the basis of pure lineariz
Debye-Hückel ~DH! theory@9#. In particular we find that the
high-density conducting phase coexists with thezero-density
insulating phase. Namely, although the SG theory accou
for the metal-insulator transition, it cannot give a proper a
count of the low-density phase. Instead of producing dipo
the oppositely charged ions self-annihilate on contact.

From our treatment it is not clear whether this is a tr
property of the SG model or an artifact of the mean-fie

d

G

ia-
FIG. 2. Coexistence curves for the 2D S
field theory. The tricritical point is atTc*51/4
and rc*50. The inset represents the phase d
gram for d52, according to DHBj theory@9#,
with the KT line ending at a tricritical point
~dashed line! localized at rc*.0.003 954 and
Tc*51/4.
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622 56ALEXANDRE DIEHL, MARCIA C. BARBOSA, AND YAN LEVIN
treatment, or maybe a result of the artificial way in which t
hard core was introduced into the model. Whichever
case, it is interesting to compare this result with the rece
developed DHBj theory@9#, which, although also is of a
mean-field type, does predict a finite density for the insu
ing phase. The coexistence curve for the DHBj theory
presented in the inset of Fig. 2.

The inability of the SG model~at least at the mean-fiel
level! to give a proper account of dipoles is also confirmed
d53. In this case a first-order phase transition at low te
peratures between a low-density~vapor! and a high-density
~liquid! phase is found, as expected. Indeed, based on
DHBj theoretical@10# studies and simulations@11#, the criti-
cal point is localized atTc*.0.057 andrc*.0.025. The re-
sulting coexistence curve that emerges from our variatio
treatment predicts a critical point atTc*.0.0565 and
rc*.0.00135. While the critical temperatureTc* is in agree-
ment with previous results, the critical densityrc* is too
small. This value should once again be compared with
pure linearized DH theory, which does not account for
existence of dipoles; in that case it was found th
Tc*50.0625 andrc*51/64p.0.005. The underestimate o
the critical density clearly indicates that at least at the me
field level the SG theory, just like the pure DH theory, do
not give a proper account of nonlinear effects such as
formation of dipoles.
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How can these nonlinearities be included is far from o
vious. Why should the SG theory predict a metal-insula
transition in the temperature-fugacity plane only to later m
the whole insulating phase onto the zero density? What is
proper class of diagrams that would have to be summe
produce a finite density for the insulating phase? These q
tions require serious attention if we wish to have a compl
theory. The inability of the sine-Gordon model, at least at
mean-field level, to give a proper account of the low-dens
phase might also be responsible for the distinct predicti
between the Minnhagen and DHBj theories. In particul
it can be shown that the variational method that we ha
used corresponds to the summation to all orders of a cer
class of diagrams. In the case of the standard scalar
theory this is the familiar Hartree-Fock approximation@19#.
This class of diagrams is obviously insufficient if we a
to believe that the SG theory can give a realistic acco
for the phase structure of the Coulomb gas. In his appro
Minnhagen also relied on the SG theory to calculate
charge-charge correlation function. To this end he summ
another set of diagrams. If that set was incomplete it co
lead to some undesirable effects such as, for example,
wrong topology of the phase diagram. At the moment, ho
ever, this is only a speculation and a renewed theoret
effort is needed to study the sine-Gordon field theory n
that it is evident that this model, besides the KT transitio
also contains a first-order discontinuity.
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